REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA

THE NEW PORT OF WALVIS BAY CONTAINER TERMINAL PROJECT
(LOGISTICS MASTER PLAN AND CAPACITY BUILDING)

Road Safety Program on the Trans-Cunene Corridor (TCuC)

(INDIVIDUAL CONSULTANT)

Transport Sector
Financing Agreement reference: 5500155006651
Project ID No.: P-NA-DD0-003

The Government of the Republic of Namibia has received funding from the African Development Bank’s Technical Assistance Fund for Middle Income Countries (MIC) toward the cost of The New Port of Walvis Bay Container Terminal Project, for the Logistics Master Plan and Capacity Building component. The MIC Grant financed component is for logistics and capacity building activities meant to complement the New Port of Walvis Bay Container Terminal Project. It is intended that part of the proceeds of this grant be applied to eligible payments under the contract for the Road Safety Program on the Trans-Cunene Corridor.

The road safety program is expected to replicate the Safe Trade and Transport Corridors Project (executed on the Trans-Kalahari and Trans-Caprivi Corridors) on the Trans-Cunene Corridor (TCuC) between Namibia and Angola. The activity is to be conducted in 9 months and will: 1) support Walvis Bay Corridor Group (WBCG) for the design and implementation of a road safety action plan in the TCuC, 2) design and implement road safety assessments/audits in the TCuC, 3) design and implement a monitoring system to measure the impact of the road safety action plan in the TCuC, 4) organize meetings with the authorities concerned and the public parties involved to ensure adequate cooperation, and 5) disseminate information about the road safety action plans.

The WBCG therefore invites interested individual consultants to declare their interest in providing the aforementioned services. Interested individual consultants must provide information indicating that they are qualified to perform the services (detailed CVs, capability statement on similar assignments, experience in similar conditions, etc.).

Eligibility criteria, establishment of the short-list and the selection procedure will be in accordance with the African Development Bank’s “Rules and Procedures for the use of Consultants”, is May 2008 Edition, Revised on July 2012, which is available on the Bank’s website at http://www.afdb.org.

Interested eligible bidders may obtain further information at the address below during office hours [(08:00 – 13:00 and 14:00 – 17:00)].

Expressions of interest must be delivered to the address below by 15 July 2015 at 12:00 pm and mention “Road Safety Program on the Trans-Cunene Corridor”.

Attn: Mr Immanuel Shipanga
Consultant: Projects and Funding
Walvis Bay Corridor Group
No. 31 General Murtala Muhammed Avenue, Eros, Windhoek, Namibia
P.O. Box 25 220, Windhoek, Namibia
Tel: +264(0) 61 251669   Fax: +264 (0) 61 251683
E-mail: projects@wbcg.com.na